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TGH SUMMARY 

CircleEx is an innovative new exchange protocol that acts as both a CEX and DEX 

to provide traders with the best experience. By including the pros of CEX’s and 

DEX’s and removing the cons of each, the hybrid CEX/DEX can change the game 

for traders. The pros for CEX’s include high liquidity and fast trades, while DEX’s 

boast anonymity and a wider range of token options. On the flip side, CEX’s can 

have high fee systems while also technically controlling user funds, and DEX’s 

have been known to have issues with lower liquidity. CircleEx’s solution to these 

problems was to create the Circle Exchange, an exchange that has the pros of 

previous exchanges, without the downsides. 

THE PLATFORM - https://www.cx.finance/ 

The CircleEx platform is already live here! You can register easily by going to the 

website and clicking Register at the top right. At present there are 3 pairs to trade 

with, and CircleEx is actively looking for additions to the platform.  

Market - In the market tab, users have a wide range of tools that are provided. 

From TradingView integration, to order books, to limit orders, CircleEx has 

everything in one place to make sure your trades are both well informed, and easy 

to make. 

https://www.cx.finance/


  

CircleEx boasts a clean UI so that traders have ease of use, alongside the 

information they need. In the future, CircleEx will also be integrating Metamask 

capabilities so that traders can trade all of their Erc-20’s. CircleEx plans on 

creating the best of both worlds, a CEX style landing page with liquidity depth, 

alongside DEX style trading possibilities.  

Launchpad – The CircleEx Launchpad is where CircleEx will be bringing in new 

projects to the platform so that users have a wider variety of coins/tokens to trade. 

CircleEx is actively taking applications and will be adding these pairs after they 

have launched their presale through CircleEx!  

Airdrop Hub – CircleEx also has an Airdrop Hub. There’s not a lot of info on this 

hub, but secret has it that airdrops will be sent to users of the platform and 

community members, stay tuned on the socials! 

Trade Competition – Although not live yet, CircleEx will be hosting a trading 

competition for certain tokens on the platform. This competition will promote the 

actual use of the CX exchange while also providing rewards for the top traders, it’s 

a win-win! 

Additional Info – Alongside building each of the 3 categories above, when a 

token launches through the CX Launchpad, it will have full control over their 

Launchpad portal, their airdrop hub, and their own trading competitions. CX is 

essentially offering the services of their exchange backend so projects can launch 

safely, and with full control of their assets.  

 



TOKEN USE CASES 

CircleEx is represented by the CX token. CX has the option to be staked on the 

exchange to earn fees that are taken each trade by the exchange. Staking is highly 

attractive for investors because 50% of all fees on the platform are redistributed to 

stakers! This model truly can give a passive income to all users on the platform by 

just staking your tokens.  

The CX token is also used as a governance token. Holders of the CX token can 

vote on the fee rate given to all users on each trade; this means that the CX 

community is in charge of how high the fees are. If the fees are too low and staking 

rewards aren’t very high, the community could potentially raise the fees. 

Alternatively, if the fees become too high, the community could vote to reduce 

them in turn. By making the fee based on a CX governance vote, the fee pricing is 

in the hands of the holders, and makes it that much more beneficial to hold.  

TOKENOMICS 

 

 



THE TEAM 

The team for CircleEx has officially gone public! The CX Exchange was 

developed as a subsidiary of ZoziTech Software based in Vietnam. Zozitech works 

at the cutting edge of blockchain and cryptocurrency technology, aiming to deliver 

a stellar product that brings the best of both exchange types into one.  

Mr. Vinh is the founder of Zozitech, and the founder of CX, after being in the 

crypto space for the past 6 years. With his extensive crypto experience, Mr. Vinh 

has put together an impressive team of 15 developers, and 5 officers to bring the 

CircleEx Exchange to the masses! Revealing themselves to the public is a massive 

confidence boost, and we’re excited to see the team continue to grow and create an 

excellent exchange.  

 

Tran Van Vinh        Huynh Van Phuoc   Le Thanh Dat 

 

Ngo Nhat Duy       Truong Thanh Huy   Nguyen Thi Ha Duyen 



ROADMAP 

 

With Q1 right at completion, CircleEx has successfully launched their platform! 

The CircleEx platform has huge plans for 2021, and based on the fact that they’ve 

hit their roadmap targets so far, the future is looking great. Although not listed on 

this roadmap, the team also plans on including Metamask integration to the Circle 

Exchange, allowing traders to have full freedom trading with their Erc-20 tokens.  

RESOURCES 

Ticker: CX 

Total Supply – 100,000,000 

Website – https://www.cx.finance/ 

Medium – https://circleex.medium.com/ 

Twitter - https://twitter.com/exchange_circle 

Telegram – https://t.me/circleex/ 

Whitepaper - https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZCWwAH-

GVvxNRtFGEI3KpCi4JGQ8jaVS/view 

Github - https://github.com/CircleEx 
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Contract address – 0x3f4e02741b155f5ce8d6190d294d4f916125b896 

Decimals – 18 

CATALYST 

 LIVE PLATFORM 

 Innovative, hybrid CEX/DEX which is a first of its kind 

 Main net is launched as of March 26
th

, 2021! Registrations and Deposits are 

now open! 

 Staking coming soon alongside mobile apps for iOS/Android 

 Fiat integration and Futures in Q3, massive adoption and money movers 

 Token is 6 weeks old with a fully diluted marketcap of only 1.5M! 

 

 


